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Abstract: 
Elevator is commonly used in our life. Emergency power supply (EPS) of elevator is an important 
equipment to guarantee the safe running, which can drive elevator to safe floor slowly and make elevator 
and floor at the same level in case of power off during the running of elevator. This paper presents how to 
design EPS of elevator by using Mitsubishi new series DIPIPMTM---PS22A78-E. Circuit of EPS of elevator, 
Features of PS22A78-E are introduced, At last, some pictures of prototype and testing waveforms are 
given. 

1.  Introduction 

 
 Fig.1. Principle diagram of EPS of elevator 
 
1.1. Function of EPS  
 
Fig.1 shows the principle diagram of EPS of elevator. When malfunction occurred suddenly on running time 
of elevator, which may be resulted by power supply system off or open-phase, the EPS will provide the 
power supply and drive elevator to the right floor to rescue the person trapped inside elevator. 
 
1.2. Operation principle of EPS 

 
When EPS of elevator operating, battery will provide power supply to EPS, the voltage of which is DC48V. 
The boost circuit will increase the DC48V to DC540V and provide it to 3-phase inverter.  After inverter part 
and LC filter, DC540V are inverted to 3-phase 380V/50Hz AC voltage to drive elevator.  

 



2.  Inverter design 
2.1.  Power device selection of inverter part 
 
The selection of power device depend on the power rating and topology of inverter part of EPS, and the 
power rating of EPS depend on the gravity and speed of elevator after malfunction, we can calculate the 
gravity as below: 

The weight of lift car: ； kgm 10001 =

The weight of rated load: ； kgm 10002 =

The weight of balance weight: kgmmm 15005.0 213 =×+=
； 

G: gravity of lift car 

NgmmmgMG 50008.9500)( 321 ≈×=×−+=×=                            (1.1)    

We set the speed of elevator after malfunction is 0.1m/S, then we can calculate the PT; 
PT: power rating we should offer to lift car  

WsmNVGVFPT 500/1.05000 =×=×=×=                                  (1.2)   

Considering the power supply we should offer to friction, control 
part of inverter, lighting, fan and enough margin for over current 
at starting state, we design the power rating of EPS as 2500W. 
3 phase inverter is the best choice for topology of inverter part, 
according the power rating we calculated and the choice of 
topology we want to select Mitsubishi new series 
DIPIPMTM---PS22A78-E to make this inverter. 

Fig.2. Picture of PS22A78-E  
2.2  Features of PS22A78-E 

 
2.2.1. 1200V/35A, small package, 0.2-5.5kW/AC400Vrms motor 
control; Fig.2  picture of PS22A78-E 
2.2.2.  3 phase inverter with N-side open emitter structure; 
2.2.3.  It has short circuit protection, control power supply under-voltage protection; 
2.2.4.  Analog output of LVIC temperature, Single power supply with bootstrap circuit. 

 
Fig.3. good performance of turn on and turn off   

Testing conditions: VCC=600V, VD=VDB=15V, Tj=125℃, Ic=35A, half bridge test circuit, inductive load 
 



 

 Fig.4. internal circuit of PS22A78-E 
 

2.3. Calculation for thermal design 
 
From the dates above, we can see the power rating of PS22A78-E are suitable for the demand of EPS, to 
be achieved a high reliability we will make a simulation for thermal design to ensure the chip of PS22A78-E 
worked in safe temperature. 
The date we filled in simulation software: 
Vcc=540V; Io=5A(rms); fc=15kHz; fo=50Hz; 

 

 
 Fig.5 simulation result 

 
Simulation result shows Tj(IGBT)=97.58℃,Tj(Diode)=92.75℃, Mitsubishi recommend Tj<125℃, so they 
are all OK. 

 



2.4. Bootstrap circuit design 
 
Single power supply is an advantage of PS22A78-E, in order to start PS22A78-E, initial bootstrap charging 
is necessary, bootstrap circuit is showed by Fig.6, which will provide the power supply to three up-arm, by 
turning on N-side IGBT, the bootstrap capacitor will be charged, the pulse width or pulse number should be 
large enough for a full charge of the bootstrap capacitor. 
Fig.7 is the waveform of charging state we test by prototype.    

           
Fig.6 bootstrap circuit Fig.7 charging waveform   

 
2.5. Short circuit protection design 
 
PS22A78-E has short circuit protection, but we have to confirm the value of sense resistor in Fig.8, which 
depend on the value of out put current when protection function responding. According EPS demand we 
select 46A as protection value, and we can found the related sense resistor is 75Ω in Fig.9. 

      
 Fig.8 short circuit protection Fig.9 protection value vs sense resistor 

value (NU,NV,NW no outside resistor)  
 
2.6. Over temperature protection design 
 
PS22A78-E has Analog output of LVIC temperature, but there is a difference between TLVIC and Tj, so we 
must find the relationship between them; After testing we find the max distance of temperature between 
TLVIC and Tj is 40 ℃, so the highest TLVIC we can accepted can calculate by as below 
TLVIC=Tj-40=125-40=85 ℃                                                    (1.3) 
From Fig.10 we can find VOT is 3.63V when TLVIC is 85 ℃, we contact VOT to MCU, then PWM signal will be 
stopped when VOT over 3.63V.  

 



  
 Fig.10   TLVIC vs VOT 
 

3.  Prototype and testing result 

 
 Fig.11 picture of prototype Fig.12 output waveform of prototype 
 
The picture of prototype by using PS22A78-E is showed as Fig.11. 
When malfunction occurred suddenly on running time of elevator, the EPS will start to work and provide the 
power supply of 380V/50Hz AC voltage to elevator, elevator will reduce the speed of lift car to 0.1m/S and 
drive it to safe floor slowly, to make lift car and floor at the same level to rescue the person in it; Fig.12 is the 
output waveform that we test when prototype is working.   

4.  Conclusions 
PS22A78-E is convenient to be used in EPS for elevator, the protect function make the system more 
reliable, small package make the prototype very compact, built-in drive circuit can help customer to develop 
the product quickly, and good cost performance ratio make product more competitive in market. The testing 
result shows the EPS by using PS22A78-E can guarantee elevator ran to the right floor when power off 
happened suddenly.  
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